DOWNTOWN
MURAL
PROGRAM
City Council Update
CITY OF KINSTON ✦ AUGUST 17 TH 2020

Funder: NEA Our Town Program
• Projects that integrate arts, culture, and design activities into efforts that strengthen
communities by advancing local economic, physical, and/or social outcomes
• Builds on:
• Previous NEA Our Town grant for Kinston Music Park in FY2012
• $3.2M Queen Street streetscape investment
• Artscape Vision Plan for downtown

• Must fund original art --> focus on murals
• Focus on entire downtown & connectivity
• Received $100,000 grant

Mural Program Goals
*adopted by Committee in October 2019
• To use creative placemaking efforts as a way to promote dialogue around social
justice issues and community concerns, and to bring together our diverse
citizenry through community-based, grassroots collaboration.
• To reveal the vibrancy of Kinston through the cultural experiences that promote
the history, arts, sports, and regional authenticity that make this city special.
• To revitalize downtown as a cultural and shopping experience for both residents
and tourists.
• To provide economic opportunities for local and regional artists, establishing
Kinston as a place for creative people to live, work, and sell their wares.
• To inspire, motivate, and instill pride in Kinstonians by creating an accessible
outdoor gallery of beautiful and thought-provoking public art that reflects the
unique character of our community.

Selection Committee
•
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Geraldyne Barbour
Courtney Boyette
Prishonda Daniels
Celestine Davis
Tyndall Davis
Kenyari Fields
Kyaira Harper
Stephen Hill
William Hudson
Rita Joyner

•
•
•
•
•

Robert Koonce
Lessette Kornegay
Sandy Landis
James Mumford
Councilwoman Felicia
Solomon
• Councilwoman Kristal
Suggs
• Bennett Wynne

Staff:
• Sarah Arney
• Marcia Perritt
• Catherine Hart

Timeline

Meet the Selected Artists

Maximilian Mozingo
&
Jamil Burton
• Kinston-based local artists.
• Have collaborated on outdoor
mural in downtown Goldsboro
focused on African American
music history most recently.
• Will focus on Civil Rights
History: Adkin High School
Walkout

www.palmariusart.com
www.jamilburtonart.com

Kinston Free Press

D. Choci Gray
• Kinston and downtown-based local artist, will partner with
local artist Charles Hannibal.
• Choci has several murals in Kinston - she is a multifaceted, multimedia artist.
• Will focus on Civil Rights History: Alice Hannibal.

524 S Queen

• Photorealistic place-based scenes from a surreal
perspective
Timothy
theme is South Queen Street Commercial
Robert • Potential
Corridor History
Smith
• Highly experienced muralist and teaching artist, lives
in California

http://www.timothyrobertsmith.com/

Timothy Robert Smith:
Artist’s Own Words
I am a muralist using contemporary realism and advanced
perspective techniques to create immersive environments
that break the 4th wall between art and the observer. My
work fuses together multiple viewpoints into one reality,
exploring the diversity of perception. Several figures
converge into one scene, with different vantage points
collaged into a singular, cinematic event. Luminous skies
and dramatic viewing angles capture the public’s attention,
while enigmatic storylines inspire further investigation.
Trompe l’oeil illusions combined with exaggerated depth of
field set the stage for viewers to become a part of the
scene. Each mural is site-specific, incorporating
recognizable street signs and buildings from the
surrounding area into the imagery. They are designed to
inspire viewers to take a second look at the familiar world
with fresh eyes and imagine what it is like to see from a
different perspective.
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228 S Queen- Hairy's Barber

Focuses on history, complex people-oriented scenes

Jared
Bader

Highly experienced muralist, affiliated with
Philadelphia Mural Program
Unusual approach in that he paints on a cloth in
studio, applies mural later on site

Jared Bader: Artist’s Own Words

https://jbaderarts.com/

I have a longstanding interest in representing historical and lesser-known aspects of the locations of my projects. My key concerns include the process of research and
possibility of discovery of architectural features or factual events that have dissipated or disappeared over time and sharing stories of those whose histories have been
otherwise marginalized. Over the past several years I have been involved in projects that have necessitated researching various aspects of the project’s subject matter
as well as the histories and attributes of the area surrounding the mural site. Through this process of discovery I was able to learn of many lesser-known attributes of an
areas’ history: the histories of its changing communities, architectural reshaping and the technical operations of certain local industries and engineering achievements.
I am intrigued with Kinston’s desire to have murals that not only enliven public spaces but also address subject matters such as diversity, social justice issues and
revitalization. I admire this approach feeling that art should address particular themes that in some way or another serve to inform. I believe in the power of visual art to
not only beautify public spaces but also enlighten viewers on a particular subject matter. This is part of the reason why I have chosen to focus more on mural making
than smaller studio/ easel paintings. It is the mural’s ability to capture everyone’s attention and illuminate a theme, history or story about a particular place. I find
interesting the city’s name change from Kingston to renounce British royalty founding a natural, inherent place to address social issues.
Another mural design completed in the Philadelphia Germantown neighborhood was also initially created through reaching out to residents. I used this grass roots
approach to solidify the main gist of what people felt was important about Germantown, from its pre-colonial roots until its present. Discovered through laborious
research and extensive interviews with local residents, community leaders, local artists and historians, were the need for a positive African American and social justice
leaning historical portrayal of the area. This was also a true community project as its final artist was selected through a voting process. After the design was formulated,
several public meetings were held where local residents could attend and voice their opinions about the design. This mural was painted directly onto the wall with the
assistance of a local artist. Some figures from the design were prepared on “parachute cloth” so anyone could come and paint in the figures on tables as part of
Junteenth celebration in front of the Johnson House, a Quaker home and part of the underground railroad.

324 N Queen-Kinston Community Health Center

Seraphim Smith
Local fine artist with emphasis on local scenes, food.
No prior outdoor murals experience but experienced fine art
painter.

Seraphim Smith:
Artist’s Own Words

It is with great excitement and desire that I am submitting
my request to create mural(s) for the SmART Initiative in
downtown Kinston in order to colorfully illustrate the
awesome cultural history that Kinston possesses. Bringing
our citizens together is one of my goals as being a resident
of Kinston. The large scale murals have the potential of
being visually stunning and impactful. I would be honored
to be a part of this program and I think I would be beneficial
in helping to create very meaningful work. I am especially
interested in our rich musical heritage and downtown
Kinston's revitalization and I think the mural program will
be especially effective alongside the wayfinding program in
drawing visitors and citizens alike to linger in and enjoy
downtown Kinston.
My proposed approach will be to obtain the spot and the
topic matter assignment. I will then create a mural plan by
photographing the mural location and putting it into
Photoshop. I will then superimpose my plan on the building
to make sure it works and for committee approval. I plan to
engage our diverse community by collaboratively creating
parts of the mural on transferable material that will adhere
to the building in addition to outdoor grade paint. I plan to
engage all ages, however, I am especially interested in
engaging older populations that can tell us about the
Kinston history that they remember and experience. I would
love to capture these classroom sessions on video. These
community-created components of the mural can be
created in a classroom-like atmosphere, such as the
classrooms located within the Kinston Community Center
for the Arts.

http://www.seraphimsmith.com/

401 S Queen

Lacey &
Layla
(L.A.L.A.)

Work focuses on faces, (Extra)ordinary,
Photorealistic, Diversity & Inclusion
Highly experienced, Montreal-based (Canada)
female duo
Strong community engagement focus

http://www.laceyandlaylaart.com/

L.A.L.A.: Artist’s Own Words
Our ambition is to use public art as a platform for social inclusion, promotion of social well-being, and representation of authentic members of a community to
strengthen local pride. Through urban art, we believe we can have a positive social impact, nurturing care and social responsibility to one another. We believe that art
can highlight the struggles and triumphs of urban life, recommitting ourselves to our societal collective, and bringing into the light our communities in need. We want to
contribute to the promotion of social-engaged urban art in Kinston because we believe in your vision of using art to creatively promote social justice and open a
conversation around challenging urban issues, to unite the citizens of Kinston while also celebrating its diversity. As public artists, we believe strongly that to create art
in the public realm, it is essential to engage with all local communities in order to create a work that truly resonates with the community, that represents the needs of
the collective, and will be inherited by future generations.
In all of our public projects, we work tirelessly to build meaningful connections with local communities to develop site-specific murals that positively reflect both the
interests of the community, local history and utilize effectively the unique architecture of each site. In 2017 we were awarded one of five massive farm silos to paint for
Popsilo’s, a Canada 150 celebration project to encourage tourism in rural areas. For our design, we consulted with local Algonquin community members to create an
over 4,000 square foot mural representing themes of reconciliation and symbols of unity and hope for the future of Canada. For a public mural in Edmonton, we
developed five portraits to represent the honest inner-city, highlighting real community members ranging from social workers, underrepresented youth, and the
homeless. Upon completion, Pillars of the Community became a landmark for inner-city empowerment and a celebration of urban diversity, rekindling a sense of
belonging during this intense urban remodelling.

605 N Herritage—Long White Building

Maxx Moses
Work is vibrant, abstract and colorful - Powerful back
story as a teen graffiti artist turned fine artist
Highly experienced, based in CA, has NC family ties to
Jamesville and Rocky Mount
Would do an interactive community workshop - “It’s a
Challenge to be Free”

http://www.maxxmoses.com/

Maxx Moses: Artist’s Own Words

Once Maxx went to college he studied business and was introduced to the world of fine art. Outside of class he was learning about Metaphysics and lucid dreaming.
Some nights he would sneak into the Fine Arts Tower and create full scale paintings of his name on the walls. These influences shifted Maxx’s perception and he began
to merge the worlds of graffiti and fine art into what he calls, “Concrete Alchemy.” This merger of styles and ideology gave root to Maxx’s signature as an artist who sees
the unity within the contrasts. Growing up within an art-form that was against the law and broke all the rules shaped not only his outlook on life but encouraged him to
question everything around him. His creative process brought him to the resolve that self-expression is the most important human articulation. For Maxx creating a
mural in Kinston, symbolizes reconnection, family history and opportunity. The opportunity to share his creative vision is not just a passion it's his life purpose. Maxx
understands that what we see influences the way we think, feel and interact. His goal in Kinston is to create murals that inspire, energize and engage communities.
Maxx recognizes the power of collaboration and how the process of making art ignites a dynamic that electrifies all those evolved. Maxx Moses wants to be a catalyst for
this type of experience in Kinston.
Maxx is interested in presenting and interactive workshop for the community titled Be Inspired. “Be inspired” is a collaborative experience. Through story, group dialog
and interactive applications Maxx extrapolates key points from his Ted X Talk, “It's a Challenge to be Free”. His methodology is a healthy exploration through Self-Identity,
Self-discovery and self-expression and he’s established these three components as the platform for perceiving inspiration. Once implemented the participant transforms
the practice into tangible maps utilized to navigate their way back to their own source of inspiration and motivation, within. Inspiration Maxx feels is the most important
food. Without it we are lost, he states, it feeds our hearts and minds with a sense of purpose and direction. But sometimes inspiration evades us and becomes hard to
find. Learning how to navigate your way back to inspiration is a joyous and masterful experience. On his journey through the subway tunnels of New York, Maxx Moses
found a map on how to find inspiration even when there is no light. His story, the life of a teenage Graffiti artist, looking to find himself through writing his name. It is
intriguing yet uncomfortable because it challenges our societal beliefs. It is dynamic because it focuses on risk and failure. It is necessary for it is the pathway to
sustained inspiration and purpose. It's real because it speaks to the core of every human and their challenge to be free.

110 W. Blount– J’s Place

Broderick
Flanigan

Focuses on community representation, history of place as focus.
Experienced muralist, based in Athens GA, sees art as healing
Opened a studio as part of a neighborhood revitalization effort

Broderick Flanigan:
Artist’s Own Words
My journey as an observer of the world around me began in Athens, GA and
has followed me from my childhood years in public housing with a youthful
aptitude for drawing to a degree in kinesiology from GSU. Amid supplemental
professional training two experiences, an art appreciation course and a
spiritual awakening rekindled a desire to pursue an art career grounded in
grassroots organizing and community engagement.
In 2014 I opened Flanigan's Portrait Studio on the Eastside of Athens, Ga in
the “Triangle Plaza” neighborhood, a neighborhood in which I grew up. I
chose to locate my art studio in the “Iron Triangle” to inspire the youth in my
area to dream big. Also, to change the negative perceptions that others may
have of my community. My belief is that the arts can provide social and
economic investments that have a significant impact on low-income and
under-resourced communities. I also believe that art is the highest form of
expression with healing properties that have the power to bring people
together. In short, my aim is for public art to uplift communities. Although I
express myself through works in a variety of different styles and subject
matters including oil and acrylic painting, oral histories, community-centered
initiatives, and murals, the following philosophy guides all of my work: Art
can serve as a vehicle to inspire change. Art can hold therapeutic power. Art
can uplift communities.
Since the inception of my art career, I have worked to foster cultural
inclusion and community engagement. In 2015 I created a mural arts
program for teens that introduces youth to the hands-on experience of the
art-making process. The aim is to bring art appreciation into areas and
audiences where it is non-existent. I would like for people, particularly youth,
to have a reflection of themselves in the public art that is around them.

https://flanigansportraits.wixsite.com/website

212 W North St-Mad Hatter

Next Steps
• Most muralists will be painting in October/November, all must be complete
by end of 2020
• Requesting consensus from City Council to allow the Mural Committee to
continually approve concepts (themes) on a rolling basis.
• Maxx Moses coming to town in early September to paint a mural on J’s
Place wall!
• Look out for him and his Artist Talk (virtual)

UPDATES: www.kinstonnc.gov/muralprogram

